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WG Reverse 180
TURNING BARS 
WEB GUIDING SYSTEM

The web guiding system Reverse with turning bars is a complex 
system designed for the double-side processing of a running 
web. 
Usually it is installed on �exographic and rotogravure machines, 
as it allows the web turning in order to print or make processes 
on both sides. 

Other than the web turning, the Reverse system, equipped with 
the MWG10.1 control unit and sensors, can be used for a precise 
alignment of the web to ensure a perfect processing.

The 45° diagonal bars of the system are chrome-plated and 
micro-perforated to generate a cushion of air necessary for 
turning the web without any damage of the web surface 
caused by the rubbing on the roll. 

WG Reverse 180 is usually installed on linear machines to turn 
and align the material by 180°. 

Sensors: the system can be used with both infrared or 
ultrasonic sensors to detect the edge, and with optical sensor 
to detect line or edge, of all kind of materials. 

Control unit: WG Reverse 180 can be set up and managed by 
the MWG10.1 controller that integrates both the control logic 
and the power driver for motor in a single and very compact 
case. The user-friendly interface and buttons make sure that the 
system is very easy to handle.

Used on �exographic and 
rotogravure machines

Used for double-side 
processing of a web

Used both for turning and 
aligning a web

No damage of the web surface

High web aligning precision 
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TECHNICAL DRAWING
 

P pivot point
F roll length 

XP M F

M web width 
X guide angle

Power supply  24 Vdc

Power consumption  4 A

Actuator stroke  ± 25 ÷ ± 50 mm

Actuator speed  min 1 mm/s - max 37 mm/s

Roll legth F standard* < 1600 mm

Diameter diagonal bars  standard* 80 mm÷160 mm

Max web tension * up to 800 Nstandard

Working temperature  10÷50° C 

*Other dimension on request
***Data are subject to technical change without notice
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